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In April 2004, the Washington
State Legislature passed 2SSB6144
establishing a Forest Health
Strategy Work Group (FHSWG).
The FHSWG was charged with
assessing whether current
strategies to address forest health
in Washington are sufficient,
examining incentives for
improving forest health
conditions, identifying
opportunities and barriers,
developing a strategic plan
complete with funding
alternatives, and finding

innovative ways for treating damaged and at risk forests
while maintaining public resource values.

RTI director Bruce Lippke was invited to participate in the
development of the strategy, both in his capacity as a
representative of the University of Washington, College of
Forest Resources and because of the breadth of
technological capacity that RTI has to offer in evaluating
the complexity of forest health problems. The FHSWG met
monthly during the remainder of 2004 and developed the
report titled "A Desirable Forest Health Program For
Washington's Forests," presented to the Legislature on
December 30, 2004. The full report is available on the web
from the Washington State Department of Natural Resources
at http://www.dnr.wa.gov/htdocs/rp/forhealth/fhswgc/
foresthealthreport.pdf.  As part of the recommendations
brought forth in the report, the FHSWG is seeking legislative
authority and funding to continue its efforts for another
year. This second year will focus on gathering public input
from the broader constituent base regarding the proposed
forest health strategy as well as conducting a pilot project in
eastern Washington.

The Legislature and the FHSWG desire to support
management to improve forest health conditions and develop
a regulatory structure that promotes action when voluntary
measures are insufficient to obtain desired outcomes. These
require detailed assessment procedures, which will require

the use of technological tools. Within the FHSWG report
there are a number of recommendations that are best
addressed through the increased use of technology in
categorizing and evaluating forest health risk.

Firstly, there is a need for comprehensive data that can easily
be understood by landowner groups with varying degrees
of expertise in forest management. The Landscape
Management System (LMS) that was developed at the
College of Forest Resources and maintained within RTI's
research center is a powerful tool for categorizing forests
according to any given risk framework. RTI has used LMS
for fire risk assessments, non-market value assessments,
insect thresholds, and carbon accounting. The new version
3.0 of LMS increases the system's capability to model
landscape level impacts and changes from forest health
vectors.

The next step is to develop a system that links tree data with
remotely sensed imagery data (satellite, LIDAR or aerial
photography) to identify the location of at-risk forest stands.
Integrating ground acquired tree-list information and
remotely sensed information in a process dubbed Regional
Forest Health Modeling (RFHM), offers the best hope of
providing the information necessary to analyze forest health.
Calibrating remotely sensed images of uniquely identifiable
stands extends the use of existing detailed ground plot
inventory data samples. Remotely sensed stands are
assigned tree-list attributes based on their similarity to images
that have been matched to attributes measured on the
ground. LMS can then be used to project how forest
conditions in those stands will respond to potential
management treatments.

A technological assessment procedure is also necessary to
develop site specific thresholds that relate forest conditions
with forest health risks, such as insect susceptibility and the
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Summer is rapidly approaching and with drought conditions
pervading the Pacific Northwest, forest health issues will likely
be brought back to the forefront on the eastside for sure and
possibly even west of the Cascades. Forest health problems
are not easy to solve, so the cover article of this newsletter
lays out some of the technology issues.  RTI Research
Assistant and PhD student Elaine Oneil reports on our
involvement with the Forest Health Strategy Work Group
(FHSWG) that was established by the Washington State
Legislature. One of the key findings in the FHSWG report is
the need for better technology for both assessing risks and
developing strategies to reduce risks. RTI continues to
develop new technologies and linkages with GIS and the
Landscape Management System (LMS) to meet these needs.

Spring also means another round of training offerings
throughout the state. New RTI staff member Ara Erickson
and GIS Specialist Luke Rogers report on the new ArcGIS 9
training that was first offered several weeks ago in Port
Hadlock. On April 6-8 the next LMS training will be held at
Peninsula College in Port Angeles. This training will cover
LMS Version 3.0, which has just been released on CD-ROM.
In addition to RTI trainings, landowners are also being
introduced to LMS through Coached Stewardship Planning
shortcourses. RTI staff member Kevin Zobrist and WSU
Extension agent Andy Perleberg report on the use of LMS in
these shortcourses and some upcoming offerings that will
take participants through the full process of gathering data in
the field to running it on the computer.

Tax time is also approaching, which is a good time to look at
some of the tax issues that are relevant to forest landowners.
RTI staff member Kevin Zobrist writes about two case studies
of forest tax issues, including a look at recent changes to
federal timber taxes.

Throughout the next few months, RTI staff and students will
be present at numerous events to host exhibits, make
presentations, and provide information. These events include
the Washington Farm Forestry Association annual meeting,
the Western Forest Economists meeting, the International
Conference on Transfer of Forest Science and Technology,
the Montana Loggers Conference, and the Intertribal Timber
Council to name a few. We look forward to seeing many of
you in person at these events.

RTI Director’s Notes

Bruce Lippke, Director
Email: rti@u.washington.edu
(206) 616-3218

“Using Technology” continued from page 1

likelihood of unnaturally hot crown fires. Fire/physical
damage and bark beetles contribute to the majority of tree
mortality in eastern Washington on non-preserved lands.
Concentrating initial efforts on density thresholds to reduce
these mortality agents would substantially reduce the forest
health losses on these lands. Given the significant variability
in plant community structure, species composition, forest
productivity, and stand carrying capacities across the region,
a "one size fits all" approach cannot adequately address
forest health risk mitigation. This variability must be
considered in order to prescribe treatments that will address
the risks yet avoid unintended consequences. Density
thresholds can be developed for different forest types by
modeling specific forest insect or disease risks and adjusting
them for site quality measures.

Development of a density threshold modeling approach for
bark beetle epidemics and fire risk reduction by habitat type
may also yield a methodology that can be used to establish
interim thresholds for other forest insects and diseases. Initial
efforts would concentrate on extending past studies on
mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) to plant
associations with ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, and
western white pine to establish an administratively feasible
range of thresholds based on site similarities. Initial work
will link thresholds to the plant association groups used by
in the Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS), a widely used forest
growth model developed by the Forest Service and used
with LMS. FVS has specialized versions that incorporate
the risk and impacts of dwarf mistletoe, Douglas-fir beetle,
Douglas-fir tussock moth, mountain pine beetle, western
root disease, and western spruce budworm damage.
Extension and refinement of these capabilities to incorporate
site specific risk assessment procedures can be accomplished
within the LMS framework through additional technological
development.

Non-market valuation will likely be of paramount importance
in making decisions for forest health treatment options in
today's fiscal climate. Reducing fire and insect risks will avoid
future costs, which can justify expensive treatments if proper
accounting is done. LMS and its associated carbon
accounting, fire risk, and economic assessment tools provide
innovative ways of meeting the multiple demands on public
resources in a fiscally responsible manner. During
development of the FHSWG report, the call for better
information and better ways of analyzing information clearly
points the way to the increased use of technology. As part
of that effort, RTI hopes to continue its participation and
technical support of the FHSWG and its efforts where they
are consistent with our mandate and focus on providing
decision support for rural landowners to make sound forest
management decisions.

- Elaine Oneil, RTI Research Assistant -
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Economic Impacts of Forest Tax Policies on
Small Forest Landowners: Two Comparative
Case Studies

continued on page four

Table 1: Comparison of property tax impacts between
WA and OR for an example Douglas-fir rotation

the time of harvest. For 2004, this severance tax rate for western
Oregon was $3.89/MBF.

To see how these different tax programs compare, consider an
acre of forestland that is site class II with high operability. The
assessed land value in Washington would be approximately
$170/acre. The equivalent land productivity class in Oregon
would have an assessed value of $367.71/acre. This would be
reduced to $73/acre (20%) assuming the landowner was
enrolled in the STF Option. Assuming a tax rate of $15 per
$1,000 of assessed value, the annual taxes for this acre of
forestland would be $2.55 in Washington compared to $1.10
in Oregon.

To compare taxes on harvested timber, consider 1 MBF of
Douglas-fir. According to the 2005 WADOR stumpage tables
for Region 4 (southern Puget Sound), the average stumpage
value for Douglas-fir is approximately $420/MBF. In
Washington, the 4.2% FET (assuming the salmon credit) would
amount to $17.64/MBF. In Oregon, the combined FPHT and
severance tax under the STF Option would be $2.85 + $3.89 =
$6.74/MBF, or 1.6% of the stumpage value.

To see how these tax differences impact economic returns
from forest management on this example acre of forestland, a
comparison of soil expectation value (SEV) can be done. SEV
is an economic estimate of the present value an acre dedicated
in perpetuity to commercial forest management. We will
assume that 50-year rotations of Douglas-fir will be grown,
yielding a final harvest of 35 MBF/acre at a stumpage value of
$420/MBF (total stumpage revenue of $14,700). We will further
assume that planting and site preparation costs are $300/acre,
a pre-commercial thin (PCT) will be done at age 15 at a cost of
$100/acre, and annual overhead costs (not including property
taxes) are $15/acre/year, and the target rate of return on
investment is 5%. In Washington, SEV for this regime would
be $613/acre. In Oregon, SEV would be $678/acre, a difference
of $65/acre or about 10%. A summary of tax impacts between
the two states is shown in Table 1.

Washington Oregon
Annual Tax on Land $2.55 $1.10
Total Harvest Tax/MBF $17.64 $6.74
Harvest Tax % 4.2% 1.6%
SEV @ 5% Return $613 $678

Forest taxation is an important issue that can have significant
economic impacts on small forest landowners. Federal and
state forest taxes are complicated, variable, and may serve
to either encourage or discourage sustainable forest
management. It is not always clear how different tax policies
will impact landowners. To demonstrate some of these
impacts, we offer two case study comparisons. The first
case study is a comparison of forest property taxation
between two states: Washington and Oregon. The second
case study is a look at the changes in how reforestation
expenses are treated for federal income taxes under the
American Jobs Creation Act of 2004.

Case Study 1: Forest property taxation in Oregon vs.
Washington

Oregon and Washington are states with similar forest
conditions and management challenges. These states have
very different approaches, though, when it comes to levying
property taxes on land and timber.

In Washington, timber and land are taxed separately. Timber
is subject to the Forest Excise Tax (FET) at the time of harvest,
which is 5% of the stumpage value or 4.2% if the Salmon
Credit applies. Forestland is taxed on an annual "ad valorem"
basis (which translated means "based on value") similar to
other types of land, homes, etc. Forestland appraised values
are set by the Washington Department of Revenue
(WADOR) based on land grade (site class) and operability
class to reflect the value of the land for commercial forestry.
Using a formula, these values are updated annually to reflect
changes in stumpage value trends. These values are available
from the WADOR at http://dor.wa.gov/content/taxes/Timber/
forst_lvs.aspx.

In Oregon, timber is subject to the Forest Products Harvest
Tax (FPHT), which is determined annually by the Oregon
Legislature and the Oregon Forest Resources Institute. For
2005, the FPHT is $2.85 per thousand board feet (MBF) of
harvested timber. A landowner's first 25 thousand board
feet (MBF) of harvested timber per year is exempt from this
tax. Like Washington, forestland in Oregon is also taxed on
an annual ad valorem basis, with land values determined by
the Oregon Department of Revenue (ORDOR) based on
land productivity class. These values are available from the
ORDOR at http://egov.oregon.gov/DOR/TIMBER/
forest_values.shtml.

Small woodland owners in Oregon are eligible for an
alternative tax option called the Small Tract Forestland (STF)
Option. Under this program, landowners pay annual
property taxes on only 20% of the assessed value of their
forestland but are subject to an additional severance tax at

Case study 2: Changes in how reforestation costs are treated
under the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004

The American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 included significant
changes for federal taxes on timber income, such as a broader
eligibility for capital gains treatment and an option
for qualifying taxpayers to deduct reforestation
costs sooner than had previously been the case.
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“Economic Impacts” continued from page three

RTI has introduced a new Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) training course that covers the latest generation of ESRI's
GIS software: ArcGIS® 9.  The first offering of this new training
course was held in early March, 2005, at Washington State
University's Learning Center in Port Hadlock, WA. The course
was taught by RTI GIS Specialist Luke Rogers, who is trained
as an ESRI-authorized ArcGIS 9 instructor and has close to 10
years of GIS experience. There were 16 participants for this
course, including forestry consultants, government officials,
students, and educators.

The 2-day course covered fundamental GIS concepts,
including how to query a GIS database, manipulate tabular
data, edit spatial and attribute data, and present data clearly
and efficiently using maps and charts. Participants learned

With the help of RTI funding, and guidance from RTI and the
University of Washington, WSU Extension has been putting
up streaming videos on a number of topics to aid in Extension
education and outreach. We have filmed and published single
presentations as well as whole workshops and conferences.
Most of these presentations have covered forestry topics,
though we have also covered other Extension education
events.

By the end of 2004, we put 123 presentations online with 17
more in the works.  Of the 123 presentations currently online
42 are video or video/PowerPoint presentations, 78 are audio/
PowerPoint presentations, and 3 are PowerPoint only
presentations. Topics range from managing for wildlife to
fire regimes to human dimensions of forestry. The
presentations are easy to view from the WSU Extension
website (http://ext.nrs.wsu.edu/Video/index.htm), and most
anyone with a computer and an internet connection can view
these presentations at their leisure.  The streaming video
format allows viewers to pause, fast-forward, and rewind
presentations. It is also possible to skip around in most
presentations using the 'clickable' outline.

We continue to experiment with some different editing and
publishing programs as well as film and audio capturing
techniques. We are still learning what does and does not
work well, but ease of use and ready access online has made
many Coached Planning presentations and multiple
conferences available to a worldwide audience.

These changes have been advertised as advantageous for
forest landowners. However, there is one drawback in that
the 10% reforestation tax credit was eliminated.

Under the previous tax rules, qualifying taxpayers could
receive a 10% tax credit for up to $10,000 of reforestation
costs. Qualifying taxpayers could then also amortize 95% of
those costs over 7 years, deducting 1/14th of the costs in
year 0 and year 7, while deducting 1/7th of the cost in years
1-6. Costs over $10,000 had to be capitalized to be ducted
when the timber or property was sold. Under the new tax
rules, qualifying taxpayers can deduct up to $10,000 of
reforestation costs in the year that they occur. Any costs
over $10,000 can now be amortized using the 7-year
schedule. This is economically advantageous in that
expenses both up to and over $10,000 can be deducted
sooner and thus those deductions are worth more in terms
of present value. However, the loss of the reforestation tax
credit is significant, because a tax credit directly reduces
the tax owed on a dollar for dollar basis, whereas a tax
deduction reduces taxable income. In other words, assuming
a tax rate of 28%, a $1,000 tax deduction would reduce taxes
by $280, compared to reducing taxes by the full $1,000 if it
were a tax credit.

To see the net result of the 2004 tax law changes, consider
an "effective" reforestation cost under the old and new rules.
The effective cost is the net of the actual cost less any tax
benefits. We will assume that total reforestation expenses
are less than $10,000 for a given year and that these costs
can be deducted against any income (not just tree farm
income). Assuming a $300/acre reforestation expense, a 28%
tax rate, and a 5% target rate of return on investment, the
present value of the tax reductions resulting from amortizing
95% of these expenses over the next 7 years is approximately
$68. Add a 10% tax credit of $30 for a total present value tax
benefit of $98, yielding an effective reforestation cost of
$202 under the old rules. Under the new rules, the full $300
would be deducted in the year they occur for a benefit of
$84, yielding an effective reforestation cost of $216.

Table 2: Comparison of income tax impacts between
the old and new rules for an example Douglas-fir
rotation.

- Kevin Zobrist, RTI Staff -

- Owyhee Weikel-Magden, WSU Extension -

RTI Introduces New GIS Training Course

To see what these differences mean in terms of SEV, we will
use the example from above of a 50-year Douglas-fir rotation
with a $100/acre PCT cost in year 15, $15/acre/year overhead
costs, and $14,700/acre final harvest revenue in year 50,

which we will assume is taxed at a capital gains
rate of 15%. Under the old rules, the SEV for
this regime is $718/acre. Under the new rules,
the SEV is $703/acre; indicating a $15/acre loss

in asset value. Thus for some landowners, especially those
with less than $10,000 in annual reforestation expenses, these
recent federal tax law changes will actually increase tax
burdens, lowering economic returns. A summary of impacts
between the old and new rules is shown in Table 2.

Streaming Videos From WSU Extension

continued on next page
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June 13-15, 2005
GPS Training Workshop
Pack Forest, Eatonville, WA
Watch for details at http://www.ruraltech.org

September 14-16, 2005
LMS Training Workshop
Pack Forest, Eatonville, WA
Watch for details at http://www.ruraltech.org

December 4-6, 2005
ArcGIS Training Workshop
Pack Forest, Eatonville, WA
Watch for details at http://www.ruraltech.org

Upcoming
Events

- Kevin Zobrist, RTI Staff, and Andy Perleberg,
WSU Extension -

RTI Offers Technology Segment for Coached
Stewardship Planning
In an effort to improve technology delivery to forest
landowners, RTI is now offering a technology segment as
part of the "Coached" Forest Stewardship Planning short
courses that are offered throughout Washington. The
Coached Planning short courses are intensive, eight-week
courses offered by the Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) and WSU Extension to help landowners establish
management objectives for their property and then develop a
management plan to meet those objectives. The new RTI
segment introduces the Landscape Management System
(LMS) and key companion programs like the Inventory Wizard
as additional tools that landowners can use to develop and
implement their management plans.

Technology like LMS is very applicable to the stewardship
planning process. LMS is a user-friendly program that is
designed for a range of skill levels, and the Inventory Wizard
companion program makes it quick and easy for landowners
to get their forest data into the system. LMS offers landowners
the opportunity to experiment with and explore the outcomes
of different management choices while always having the
option to put the trees "back on the stump" with a click of the

mouse. Once a management plan is developed, LMS can
support this plan by providing predictions of a variety of
outcomes, including harvest volumes, cash flows, rates of
return, stand structure, and habitat quality. LMS can further
be used as a communication tool, providing visualizations
and other outputs to help landowners exchange ideas with
foresters, forestry contractors, family members, and others.

Participants in the Coached Planning short courses learn the
basics about what LMS is and how it can be used to both
make and communicate forest management decisions.
Participants are also introduced to the Inventory Wizard and
are taught the basics of how to collect the necessary forest
inventory data in the field. There are hands-on opportunities
to practice these concepts during the field day portion of the
program, as well as during one-on-one site visits with a DNR
Stewardship Forester or wildlife biologist. By the end of the
program, participants have everything they need to get started
using LMS, including a copy of both LMS and the Inventory
Wizard on CD-ROM.

So far the new technology segment has been offered as part
of the short courses held in Friday Harbor and Deming.  This
spring the segment will be included with the field day portion
of the program, starting in May in Jefferson County. This will
give participants the opportunity to see and practice the
whole process from field data collection to computer
simulations in one day.  LMS and the Inventory Wizard will
also be included in the "Measuring Your Forest Workshop"
this July in Kitsap County, which is part of the Coached
Planning 201 Summer Series, where inventory techniques
will be covered in more depth.

For more information about the WSU/DNR Coached Forest
Stewardship Planning short courses, contact WSU Extension
at 509-335-2963 or visit http://ext.nrs.wsu.edu/.

how to use ArcMap™, ArcCatalog™, and ArcToolbox™, and
they explored how these applications work together to provide
a complete GIS software solution. ArcGIS, which is one of the
world's most widely used GIS software packages, employs an
easy to use "point-and-click" interface that runs on a variety
of different computer systems (e.g. PC, Macintosh, UNIX,
etc.).

With the release of ArcGIS 9, ESRI has brought forward all of
the functionality available in ArcView 3.x (previously used in
RTI GIS trainings) into a new and powerful program that fully
integrates with Microsoft Windows. With the availability of
ArcGIS 9, many GIS users are switching from ArcView 3.x.
Now is a great time for landowners, consultants, and
educators to transition data and products from older
generations of GIS software to ArcGIS 9. One participant
commented that the course "helped [her] understand new
concepts in ArcGIS 9…it is a good start to move from 3.2 to 9.
Luke did a professional job in presenting the concepts of this
course and has a vast amount of knowledge to share."

For those people still using ArcView 3.x, RTI has partnered
with a University of Washington GIS instructor to host a full
on-line course via the RTI website.  People will be able to log
on to the site and access lectures, hands-on exercises, and
readings. The next ArcGIS course will be offered December 4-
6 at the University of Washington's Pack Forest in Eatonville,
Washington. Additional information is available at http://
www.ruraltech.org/training/.

- Ara Erickson and Luke Rogers, RTI Staff -

continued from previous page
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